2.3 Icons and Text in the Display

The icons and text in the display indicate functions and settings to which you have access. The display normally shows date and time, the owner ID and telephone number. The owner ID can manually be set by the user.

*Figure 4. Example of a display configuration in stand-by mode.*

In stand-by mode the upper row is used for icons. Three rows are used for information. The first row shows the date and time and the second row is used for user information. The user information in stand-by mode can be set by the user. The third information row is used for showing the alarm icons and status of the handset. Examples of status information are; muted, in charger etc. When there is no status to show the row is empty.

The bottom row (under the line) is the Soft key field. In stand-by mode it shows the user defined names of the three Soft keys beneath the display. In menu mode where the Soft keys are used for different choices, it gives you the function of each Soft key. Examples of functions are; Select, Back, Option, Save etc.

- **The “Off-hook” icon indicates that your handset is off-hook.**
- **The “Audio signals off” icon is shown when all alert signals, including ring signal, message tone, key beep etc. are turned off. High priority messages will however override this setting.**
- **The “Signal strength” icon is always shown in the display in stand-by mode. The level indicators decreases when the signal strength becomes weaker.**
- **The “Battery” icon is always shown in the display in stand-by mode. When the level is low it is time to charge the battery.**
- **The “Loudspeaking on” icon is shown when it is possible to use the loudspeaking function.**
- **The “Loudspeaking off” icon is shown when the loudspeaker is activated.**
The “New voice mail” icon appears when a new voice mail exists. The symbol will remain until all voice mails has been listened to and/or removed. (Note: This is dependent on voice mail system.)

The “Key lock” icon indicates when your keypad is locked.

The “Padlock” icon indicates that the IP handset has been locked, and has to be unlocked with a code before it can be used.

The “Headset” icon indicates that a headset is connected to the handset.

The “No-movement alarm on” icon indicates that the no-movement alarm is activated.

The “Man-down alarm on” icon indicates that the man-down alarm is activated.

“ABC” indicates that you can type upper case letters and numbers in text input mode.

“abc” indicates that you can type lower case letters and numbers in text input mode.

“123” indicates that you can type numbers in text input mode.

The “Incoming call” icon is added in front of incoming calls in the call list.

The “Outgoing call” icon is added in front of outgoing calls in the call list.

The “Missed call” icon is added in front of unanswered calls in the call list.

The “Diverted” icon is added in front of the number that the calls are diverted to.

The “Unread message” icon is added in front of not read messages in the message list.

The “Read message” icon is added in front of read messages in the message list.

A “Message continue” icon is shown when the message text continues above or below the current screen.

The “Interactive message” icon is added in front of not read interactive messages in the message list.
The “Read interactive message” icon is added in front of read interactive messages in the message list.

The “Action required” icon is added in front of messages where an action is required.

The “New message” icon appears when a new message is received. The number on the right side of the icon shows the total number of unread messages. The symbol will remain until the message is marked as read.

The “Add contact” icon appears on a Soft key when a phone number is marked in the call list. It indicates that it is possible to add the phone number to the local phonebook.

The “Get contact from phonebook” icon is visible when it is possible to get a phone number from the local phonebook, for example to add it to a function.

**Menu Icons:** Icons displayed in Menu mode

Under the icon “Contacts” in the menu mode, you can find the local and central phone books.

Under the icon “Messages” in the menu mode, you can find the message list and the menu entry for sending messages.

Under the icon “Call list” in the menu mode, you can find the call list.

Under the icon “Services” in the menu mode, you can select, add, delete, or change a service function.

Under the icon “Settings” in the menu mode, you do your handset settings.

Under the icon “Profiles” in the menu mode, you can select a profile and edit profiles.